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NSS team of SBMC&H conducted Anti-plastic awareness exhibition 

on 28-1-19 at hospital premises. 
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The NSS unit of Sree Balaji Medical College and Hospital organised 

a Plastic Awareness program on 28th of January 2019. The program 

was successfully carried out by our NSS volunteers. It was a whole 

day program, where the volunteers, enthusiastically spreading out the 

message about the harmful uses of Plastics and the alternatives that 

could be used in day-to-day life. NSS Coordinator DR. GLORY 

JOSEPHINE and Program officer DR.KAVIMANI made the 

arrangements.The program was honoured by the presence of our 

Vice-Chancellor DR.V.K.KANAGASABAI, our Dean in charge 

DR.HEMALATHA, and Vice-Principal DR. W.M.S. JOHNSON. 

They appreciated the creativity and the enthusiasm of the volunteers.  

The volunteers successfully exhibited their innovative ideas on the 

alternative uses of plastics and also their immense hard work on 

spreading awareness thoroughly to reach each and every individual 

audience. Many innovative ideas of the volunteers such cloth sanitary 

pads, T-shirt bags, etc were well received and appreciated. The 

program came to a conclusion with a positive feedback from the 

audiences. 



                                GO GREEN ; PLASTIC IS OBSCENE 

Every month a women spends about RS.100-300 for sanitary napkins; which 

sums up to around Rs. 1200-3600 per year.  This results in the unnecessary 

expenditure of our hard earned money for such a basic necessity.  But if we 

think otherwise,  there are plenty of other alternatives. One such is the “CLOTH 

PAD”. The simple but effective material used in the cloth pad is nothing but the 

normal “turkey towel” material. Layers of this material is woven together with 

well-planned stiches that gives space for comfort also. The other side of the 

cloth pad has a biodegradable plastic coating that prevents leakage,  which is the 

main concern of women while choosing a sanitary napkin. The cost of this cloth 

pad is around Rs.100-125 not per month but can be used for around 11-12 

months. This is because unlike our normal pads,  the cloth pads are 

WASHABLE ,provided proper measures are taken during the washing process. 

We can thus save not only our money but also our environment!  

The washing process is simple but is crucial. Usage of detergents or antiseptic 

lotions has to be avoided. The pad has to be washed by soaking in warm water 

for around 20 minutes and then rinsed. This process has to be repeated for 

several times. Finally the pad has to be dried in sunlight for around a day or 

two.  If needed the whole process can be repeated.  The sunlight helps the 

napkins to become more sterile. And now the cloth pad is ready to be re-used.  

By this alternative; we can protect our health from those hazardous chemicals 

that are used in the regular sanitary napkins in the name of leakage proof and 

adhesives. The compact clip in the cloth pad replaces the adhesives which are 

one of the main causes of rashes that is caused by the regular pads.  

Thus in many ways; when a cheaper and effective option is available ; 

                                     

                                                   WHY NOT MAKE THE SWITCH??  

              



      Plastic Awareness 

         We all know that the current trend in India is “Ban plastic”. But a very few 

people are acknowledging it, and among those few, only very little people are 

actually not using plastics. Is the “Ban plastics” campaign really going in the right 

way? Or does it need more attention and acceptance? 

          It definitely needs more attention and acceptance because we have spent our 

entire lives completely dependent on plastic. We cannot think of a replacement to 

plastics. Plastics are the greatest invention of mankind. From the toothbrush we use 

in the morning, to the water bottles we carry with us throughout the day and till the 

milk packets we use; everything is made of plastic. We have become so dependent 

on plastics, that we are lazy to think of an alternative. Even if we think of an 

alternative, we tend to forget the steps we need to follow. 

       We had come up with this 5 ‘A’ Mantras which depicts that first the person 

should come up to the mind set to Avoid plastic because it is the major reason for 

pollution. Secondly, there must be enough Awareness for the people. We should 

think why aren’t we changing even though we know the alternatives? And then, there 

must be Active Participation of every single person. Even though the alternative 

might not be comfortable to use at the beginning, but we must realise that we are 

doing it for our own good. One single person not using a plastic carry bag can 

change the attitude of many people around. Fourthly,  there must be Acceptance by 

all the people who are from different standards of life. They must realise the sole 

purpose of the awareness and reduce the usage of plastics. Only this will lead to an 

Alternative for plastic. 

                        

  

One question must arise in every person’s mind after this? If people start throwing 

away plastics and change into an alternative, what will happen to all the enormous 



amount of plastics already produced? They either get dumped in the land or into the 

lakes, rivers and seas. In the lands, they are taken along with the garbage and are 

stored in big garbage dumping lands. People use these for making tall storey 

buildings. They are mixed with concrete and are used. The chemicals present in 

them will slowly start reacting with the living beings and cause a great threat to 

human lives. Even if they are burnt, the fumes contain high toxic chemicals which 

are powerful enough to damage the ozone layer of our Earth. In the water, many sea 

animals are affected by plastics. The fishes eat them, mistaking plastics for food and 

we in turn eat the same fish. So what goes, comes back to us. 

 

                                  

              

          There are many alternatives which have been made to reduce the usage of 

plastics. For example, wooden brushes, cloth and jute bags, spoons, cups, and 

plates made from paper, sugarcane fibres and palm leaves, straws made of paper 

and metal, water bottles made from mud and steel and so on. But the major problem 

is that, are these alternatives practically usable? Because we all know that, after 

some time the paper straw becomes soggy and it get mixed with the drink. And most 

of the alternatives are made from trees. What will happen to these trees if we keep 

cutting them and using its resources? Should our future generation see trees only in 

museums?  So an alternative should be made in such a way that it should be 

applicable and at the same time ACCEPTABLE. 



 

 

                          Adapting to the alternatives is not an easy process. A person should 

know to reduce the usage of plastics and to protect our Earth at the same time. We 

can do that by doing small initiatives by growing more trees. This will help us to lead 

a better life and conserve the nature for the future.  

                           “Reduce the use of plastic, and be FANTASTIC” 


